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Context awareness has recently become an important research topic. This is partly driven by rapid growth in the “Internet of Things,” which the Gartner Group predicts will grow to more than 30 billion connected devices, sensors, and computers by 2020 (Middleton, Kjeldsen, and Sutton 2013). Consequently, the types of environments, tasks, and situations in which users, machines, and intelligent services will interact are increasingly diverse. Users’ preferences and their decisions may change depending on the situation. Accordingly, systems should be able to provide the right information, at the right time, in the most appropriate format for that particular user and situation. To effectively collaborate, both humans and automation (whether robots, smart homes, or personal software assistants) need access to a common representation of potentially relevant situational information, or context. Monitoring and mining human-machine interactions and reasoning over this data enables new types of adaptive and personalized applications. But what exactly is context, how is it different from other types...
of data, and why does it matter? Context seems to mean different things to different people, in domains ranging from ubiquitous and pervasive computing to organizational theory. The definitions provided in the existing literature are numerous and diverse: The surroundings associated with phenomena which help to illuminate that phenomena, typically factors associated with units of analysis above those expressly under investigation (Cappelli and Sherer 1991).

Stimuli and phenomena that surround and thus exist in the environment external to the individual, most often at a different level of analysis (Mowday and Sutton 1993).

Any information that characterizes a situation related to the interaction between humans, applications and the surrounding environment (Dey and Abowd and Salber 2001).

What does not intervene explicitly in problem solving but constrains it (Brézillon 1999).

Situational opportunities and constraints that affect the occurrence and meaning of organizational behavior as well as functional relationships between variables (Johns 2006).

Several concepts articulated above are consistent with our characterization of context. These include the ability of context to affect the occurrence and meaning of other variables, the nature of context as constraints or opportunities, and the influence of context on interactions between agents (both human and software agents) and the environment. We subscribe to a view that is broadly inclusive yet avoids the futile strategy of modeling all potentially relevant information. Instead, we prioritize variables based on the feasibility of observing them (for example, fully or partially observable, unobservable) and on their impact to decision making. This enables us to account for the complexity of and variability in how people and agents accomplish their goals. Our working definition of context is explicit and implicit (for example, inferred, latent) information about the relationships between entities, the environment, and their interactions that may affect interpretation or decisions. Thus, our computational model of context represents the types of factors that commonly influence agents: the environment, the resources, and agent state, including their tasks, goals, and interactions.

The remainder of this article addresses three main themes: (1) motivations and challenges involved in exploiting context and building effective context-aware applications; (2) a general framework that supports contextual awareness by mining, analyzing, and adapting human-machine systems; and (3) a use case that illustrates how we have applied this work to intelligent context-aware applications.

**Challenges and Opportunities**

Traditionally, developing context-aware systems is a time- and labor-intensive effort that results in solutions that can only be narrowly applied to the specific task of interest. There are numerous challenges in deciding which elements to model and how to adapt system behavior based on that model. Doing this successfully in a way that scales has been difficult to achieve. However, evidence continues to accumulate that doing so would be worthwhile.

Both research and common experience establish that variation in context affects performance in a variety of tasks and domains (Vlaev, Chater, and Stewart 2007; Brézillon 2003; Dey and Abowd 2000; Kozlowski and Klein 2000). This supports the notion that systematically representing and leveraging context variables can enhance human-machine collaboration. We have built context-aware adaptive systems in several domains. These systems treat humans and automation as collaborators who must build and maintain a shared mental model — a shared context — to achieve common goals in a shared environment (Ganberg et al. 2011). These systems have included proactive decision support tools, immersive multimodal environments, collaborative analytic workstations, and supervisory interfaces for teams of humans and heterogeneous unmanned autonomous vehicles.

Common challenges in these domains include trust (Lee and Moray 1992), uncertainty management (Cummings and Bruni 2010), impacts of implicit coordination (Parasuraman, Mouloua, and Molloy 1996), and adjustable levels of automation (Wickens et al. 2010).

We believe that future contextually aware interactive intelligent systems will overcome several problems that plague current adaptive systems: adaptive systems fail when they do not account for user's expectations; systems that do not support individual differences are only useful for a limited set of users and contexts; and systems that fail to capture the users' intent are unable to adapt usefully. In our experience, an effective context-aware application has three major functions (figure 1): to capture the context explicitly present within the system's environment and infer implicit context, such as user state, to analyze and reason about goals and intent (including latent knowledge) within the contextual situation as a whole, and, finally, to augment the environment or situation based on its understanding of the situation. We address each of these, in turn, in the next subsections.

**Context Capture: Monitoring Explicit Context and Inferring Implicit Context**

Capturing and mining interaction data, especially from large amounts of users, is a big data problem. Challenges and considerations include volume, velocity, variety, and veracity. Typically one of the first tasks in building context-aware systems is to select data sources that can be made available for inferring context and implicit state. Merely collecting more data without a means to determine the val-
ue of that data or how that data can be used to improve performance and outcomes only introduces more noise into the system with no measureable returns. Understanding cognitive and perceptual processes present in decision making can help researchers create sophisticated models for determining information value or utility (Newell 1990). Knowledge elicitation techniques have been used to identify factors that experts believe influence their attention, understanding, decisions, and actions. Because expert reports are known to be incomplete and biased (Ericsson and Simon 1993) and because such reports often identify data that are not observable (for example, prior knowledge, assumptions, hypotheses), we supplement knowledge elicitation with other methods (some of which are described below). In practice, one useful indicator that context variables are present is when researchers are questioning subject matter experts about the work domain and the experts instinctively respond “it depends” before they can provide further detail. This demonstrates a point in which detail beyond the primary task is important and the contextual variables help to frame the decision space. Some sources of context data that we have used include system data from real world or simulated environments; sensor data from mobile devices; instrumented user interfaces that report interactions with the system; the physical state of the user based on biological or neurophysiological sensors that measure heart rate, skin temperature, and galvanic skin response; and representations of users or the environment from optical and depth cameras.

Combining traditional activity tracking with multimodal sensing enables inference about more subtle cues such as intent, goals, and user state that may be hidden to normal computer inputs. Tracking many of these signals can be accomplished through readily available commercial technologies. For example, the Microsoft Kinect uses depth-sensing technology to compute the position and orientation of a skeletal representation of a person’s body. This technology can be used to obtain position, head orientation, and even heart rate (Wu et al. 2012), which can be used to infer attention-based measures such as engagement, emotional state, and focus.

Figure 1. High-Level Model for Contextual Awareness.
Context Analysis: Reasoning and Understanding Goals and Intent

Once the initial context variables and dimensions are defined and collected, a system must utilize one or more algorithms, models, and statistical approaches to derive meaningful insights. This includes any descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics to highlight relevant trends and patterns, forecast future states, rank sets of options, or predict relevance based on interest or similarity measures. One of the greatest challenges here is finding techniques that are general or abstract enough to be reused across different types of domains and applications without losing efficiency or accuracy.

In recent years, significant progress has been made in the field of machine learning to classify, predict, and make inferences on large, complex data sets. In related work we have explored several different types of algorithms and models for representing, classifying, and inferring activities, behaviors, and tasks. In one project, we learned context and goals by observing user interactions in the multijunnanned systems control domain (Riordan et al. 2011) using Bayesian inverse reinforcement learning algorithms to efficiently learn models and context of the user with a minimal amount of domain-specific information. We have also used Latent Dirichlet Allocation, a common technique in Natural Language Processing (Yohai, Riordan and Duchon 2012), to represent events occurring in an unordered manner depending on the latent variables that define higher-level concepts. Hidden Markov models are another approach that we have used for task recognition, which allows for temporal modeling (Han et al. 2012). Such techniques can be efficiently learned to develop richer representations of context that are relatively robust to missing, conflicted, and unreliable data (Levchuk, Roberts, and Freeman 2012). Hybrid and ensemble methods (using multiple models for improved performance over any single model) are promising approaches that may address the challenges of efficiency and flexibility.

Augmentation

The third area focuses on adapting a sociotechnical system to foster collaboration between the user and the system. This is made possible by leveraging the information captured from interactions (first area), and the computational methods and analytics (second area). Optimization methods, policies, and heuristics can be used to trigger the appropriate behaviors (what action to take, when to take it, and how it should adapt) to support improved performance. Examples we have explored in past applications include selecting the right type of visualization and level of detail; providing visual, auditory, tactical, or other types of cues to users; emphasizing and filtering elements to declutter a display; providing recommendations and suggested courses of action; linking in related/similar content; providing personalized configurations, notifications, or visualizations by learning user preferences over time; and, finally, offering to automate a task.

Augmentation is challenging because it tends to be more application and domain specific than context capture and analysis. Further, individual differences introduce added complications and variance when multitasking with automated assistance (Chen and Terrence 2009).

Toward a Generalized Context-Aware Architecture

To address these challenges, we have been iteratively refining a generalized architecture for context-aware systems over the past several years. Our initial work included mixed-initiative applications for humans collaborating with teams of autonomous vehicles. As we expanded into other domains, we separated out more generalized models and algorithms from domain-specific implementations for a more reusable architecture.

This framework, called the context engine (figure 2), is a reusable platform that serves as a run-time environment for monitoring and sharing context between applications and algorithms. It integrates with context-aware systems and provides a mechanism for running context-based algorithms. Our current implementation is written in Java and uses Titan, an open source distributed graph database, as its data store. The context engine operates in conjunction with the other systems and applications within an environment that serves as its context publishers and consumers. It uses both batch and streaming operations to include context from both large, slowly changing data sets, as well as real-time data and user interactions. For batch data ingest, it uses a series of processes to translate from static data sources to a richly linked graph model. These processes parse flat files (for example, XML, CSV), then translate the data to a property graph format. This creates entities in the system with attributes and relationships. Once the base data exists as a graph, additional processing combines multiple graph layers, infers additional relationships, and computes statistics. For streaming data ingest, it listens to incoming context change events that are produced by the various context publishers in real time, commits the changes to the graph database, triggers any necessary algorithms, and then reports the changes to any subscribing applications. It currently can receive and push information using an enterprise Java message bus as well as through HTML5 web sockets. In addition, it provides access to a RESTful web service that allows context-consuming applications to pull information by performing arbitrary graph queries.

At the core of the context engine is the common
context representation framework (CCRF), a conceptual model that embodies our inclusive definition of context in an abstract form. Our approach is instantiated for a particular application by creating a specific model of context that captures the key concepts and relationships for a domain. CCRF represents information as a temporal graph made of entities that have a type, a set of attributes, and a set of typed relationships with other entities. Entity attributes and relationships are tracked over time, so at any moment our picture of context consists of the current state of entities and relationships, as well as all historical values. In addition to entities, CCRF has a concept of entity types, which define the set of attributes and relationships an entity can have. Entity types provide a mechanism for creating a metamodel that defines the key context variables for a specific application domain.

The combination of a metamodel, a set of initial entities and relationships, and a set of context inference/reasoning/action algorithms composes a CCRF domain model for a specific application (figure 3).
Model algorithms can be very specific solutions to domain-specific problems, or they can be applicable within multiple domains, such as in the case of constraint optimization or planning algorithms. When a model algorithm is applicable in multiple domains, it should be implemented as a reusable library, and the CCRF domain model just needs to activate the algorithm library and provide a mapping from its context variables to the inputs or outputs of the algorithm. In order to instantiate a CCRF domain model, the context engine provides several Java APIs for importing/authoring metamodels and entities as well as for integrating context based algorithms.

Example Context-Aware Application

Deploying systems capable of context awareness is not an end in itself. The objective is to create highly effective and adaptive human-automation collaborations. In one application, we are applying our context framework to support personalized search and data management. Our goal is to improve the efficiency and efficacy of macrocognitive sense-making activities through a combination of automation for adapting the workspace based on contextual and cognitive factors, and immersion within the information landscape using multimodal, naturalistic human-machine interactions. We developed a use case around a team of analysts tasked with researching next-generation technology through the collection and analysis of open source information. Our approach combines several methods to infer user intent and information needs from human-machine interaction data and exploits these models to enable more intelligent information retrieval, search, and presentation. Examples include user behaviors such as click-through rate, mouse movement, hover time, dwell time (time spent on each page), browser button use, printing, and bookmarking; user profiles such as search history and the progression of queries — both for short-term sessions and longer-term patterns and trends — demographics, role, workload; explicit context from the search query and related interests; cognitive search strategies/information seeking behavior; and group interests and information gain.

Analysts collaborate with automated entity extraction services that identify semantically meaningful information in documents such as people, locations, topics, and events — as well as metadata about the documents, such as date, source, credibility, and others. As the analyst interacts with the workspace, the system builds up a semantic knowledge graph that emerges between the elements in the data and the interaction context. By combining this data, the system develops a representation of the context of analysis and provides recommendations for new information that could aid in improving both the speed and quality of analysis (for example, by diversifying searches and personalizing results). In addition to these recommendations, the system can give real-time feedback to users on the strength of their analyses to help mitigate potential problems.

In addition to information management and decision support, we have applied our framework to immersive multimodal supervisory control interfaces, geospatial analysis, and visual analytics.
Conclusion

While there is considerable progress on the approaches currently being explored and several emerging capabilities, there are still significant technical challenges and advances needed to enable the seamless integration of humans and technology.

One major challenge is to build a library of reusable algorithms that can be applied across multiple domain models. A shared infrastructure and data representation is a necessary condition but is not sufficient for the implementation of algorithms that cross-cut multiple application types. Within CCRF it is possible to formulate the model for a particular domain in many different ways, depending on the emphasis of the system. It cannot be assumed that an algorithm developed for one domain model will function with another. One possible way to address this problem will be to define data contracts for algorithms that state the types and structure of the data inputs and outputs, and to provide a translation layer that maps variables within a domain model to the variables used within the algorithm. This would essentially allow a generalized algorithm to be bound to a specific CCRF domain model assuming all the necessary data is available and the algorithm’s problem formulation makes sense for the domain. Another goal is to use machine learning to adapt the system interactions to individual differences over time. In the near term, we wish to conduct several evaluations to collect more quantitative performance data.

We have presented a framework for leveraging context to support human-machine collaboration to enhance performance. First, we provided a working definition of context that has enough flexibility to work across several domains and accommodate new data and processes. The algorithms that operate in these human or automation team systems often have use across multiple types of applications and domains. If each application develops its own representation and implementation of context from scratch, then each application will also have to implement its own algorithms. Having a common application or domain-agnostic representation of context will allow application developers to focus on defining the important concepts needed for their application rather than develop a custom software implementation. They will also have access to a library of algorithms that have been developed to work with this common representation. Working from this definition, we presented a framework for representing, modeling, and reasoning about context. Finally, we discussed an example application where we leveraged our framework to build a context-aware system.
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